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See Article History Alternative Titles: Besides the 48 conterminous states that occupy the middle latitudes of
the continent, the United States includes the state of Alaska , at the northwestern extreme of North America,
and the island state of Hawaii , in the mid-Pacific Ocean. The conterminous states are bounded on the north by
Canada , on the east by the Atlantic Ocean , on the south by the Gulf of Mexico and Mexico , and on the west
by the Pacific Ocean. The United States is the fourth largest country in the world in area after Russia , Canada,
and China. The national capital is Washington , which is coextensive with the District of Columbia , the
federal capital region created in Fishing boat at the harbour at Portsmouth, New Hampshire. Its physical
environment ranges from the Arctic to the subtropical, from the moist rain forest to the arid desert, from the
rugged mountain peak to the flat prairie. Although the total population of the United States is large by world
standards, its overall population density is relatively low. United StatesThe United States. The United States
contains a highly diverse population. Unlike a country such as China that largely incorporated indigenous
peoples, the United States has a diversity that to a great degree has come from an immense and sustained
global immigration. Probably no other country has a wider range of racial, ethnic, and cultural types than does
the United States. In addition to the presence of surviving Native Americans including American Indians,
Aleuts , and Eskimos and the descendants of Africans taken as slaves to the New World, the national character
has been enriched, tested, and constantly redefined by the tens of millions of immigrants who by and large
have come to America hoping for greater social, political, and economic opportunities than they had in the
places they left. Despite its relative economic self-sufficiency in many areas, the United States is the most
important single factor in world trade by virtue of the sheer size of its economy. Its exports and imports
represent major proportions of the world total. The United States also impinges on the global economy as a
source of and as a destination for investment capital. The United States is relatively young by world standards,
being less than years old; it achieved its current size only in the midth century. America was the first of the
European colonies to separate successfully from its motherland, and it was the first nation to be established on
the premise that sovereignty rests with its citizens and not with the government. In its first century and a half,
the country was mainly preoccupied with its own territorial expansion and economic growth and with social
debates that ultimately led to civil war and a healing period that is still not complete. In the 20th century the
United States emerged as a world power, and since World War II it has been one of the preeminent powers. It
has not accepted this mantle easily nor always carried it willingly; the principles and ideals of its founders
have been tested by the pressures and exigencies of its dominant status. The United States still offers its
residents opportunities for unparalleled personal advancement and wealth. However, the depletion of its
resources, the contamination of its environment, and the continuing social and economic inequality that
perpetuates areas of poverty and blight all threaten the fabric of the country. The Editors of Encyclopaedia
Britannica Land The two great sets of elements that mold the physical environment of the United States are,
first, the geologic, which determines the main patterns of landforms, drainage, and mineral resources and
influences soils to a lesser degree, and, second, the atmospheric, which dictates not only climate and weather
but also in large part the distribution of soils, plants, and animals. Although these elements are not entirely
independent of one another, each produces on a map patterns that are so profoundly different that essentially
they remain two separate geographies. Since this article covers only the conterminous United States, see also
the articles Alaska and Hawaii. To east and west this lowland rises, first gradually and then abruptly, to
mountain ranges that divide it from the sea on both sides. The two mountain systems differ drastically. The
Appalachian Mountains on the east are low, almost unbroken, and in the main set well back from the Atlantic.
From New York to the Mexican border stretches the low Coastal Plain, which faces the ocean along a
swampy, convoluted coast. The gently sloping surface of the plain extends out beneath the sea, where it forms
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the continental shelf , which, although submerged beneath shallow ocean water, is geologically identical to the
Coastal Plain. Southward the plain grows wider, swinging westward in Georgia and Alabama to truncate the
Appalachians along their southern extremity and separate the interior lowland from the Gulf. West of the
Central Lowland is the mighty Cordillera, part of a global mountain system that rings the Pacific basin. The
Cordillera encompasses fully one-third of the United States, with an internal variety commensurate with its
size. At its eastern margin lie the Rocky Mountains, a high, diverse, and discontinuous chain that stretches all
the way from New Mexico to the Canadian border. Pent between the Rockies and the Pacific chain is a vast
intermontane complex of basins, plateaus, and isolated ranges so large and remarkable that they merit
recognition as a region separate from the Cordillera itself. These regionsâ€”the Interior Lowlands and their
upland fringes, the Appalachian Mountain system, the Atlantic Plain, the Western Cordillera, and the Western
Intermontane Regionâ€”are so various that they require further division into 24 major subregions, or
provinces. The Interior Lowlands and their upland fringes Andrew Jackson is supposed to have remarked that
the United States begins at the Alleghenies , implying that only west of the mountains, in the isolation and
freedom of the great Interior Lowlands, could people finally escape Old World influences. GeographyLearn
about the different physcial landscapes that make up the American Midwest. This enormous region rests upon
an ancient, much-eroded platform of complex crystalline rocks that have for the most part lain undisturbed by
major orogenic mountain-building activity for more than ,, years. In the United States most of the crystalline
platform is concealed under a deep blanket of sedimentary rocks. In the far north, however, the naked
Canadian Shield extends into the United States far enough to form two small but distinctive landform regions:
As in the rest of the shield, glaciers have stripped soils away, strewn the surface with boulders and other
debris, and obliterated preglacial drainage systems. Most attempts at farming in these areas have been
abandoned, but the combination of a comparative wilderness in a northern climate, clear lakes, and
white-water streams has fostered the development of both regions as year-round outdoor recreation areas.
Mineral wealth in the Superior Upland is legendary. Iron lies near the surface and close to the deepwater ports
of the upper Great Lakes. South of the Adirondack Mountains and the Superior Upland lies the boundary
between crystalline and sedimentary rocks; abruptly, everything is different. The core of this sedimentary
regionâ€”the heartland of the United Statesâ€”is the great Central Lowland, which stretches for 1, miles 2,
kilometres from New York to central Texas and north another 1, miles to the Canadian province of
Saskatchewan. To some, the landscape may seem dull, for heights of more than 2, feet metres are unusual, and
truly rough terrain is almost lacking. Landscapes are varied, however, largely as the result of glaciation that
directly or indirectly affected most of the subregion. North of the Missouri â€” Ohio river line, the advance
and readvance of continental ice left an intricate mosaic of boulders, sand, gravel, silt, and clay and a complex
pattern of lakes and drainage channels, some abandoned, some still in use. The southern part of the Central
Lowland is quite different, covered mostly with loess wind-deposited silt that further subdued the already low
relief surface. Elsewhere, especially near major rivers, postglacial streams carved the loess into rounded hills,
and visitors have aptly compared their billowing shapes to the waves of the sea. Above all, the loess produces
soil of extraordinary fertility. The Central Lowland resembles a vast saucer, rising gradually to higher lands on
all sides. Southward and eastward, the land rises gradually to three major plateaus. Beyond the reach of
glaciation to the south, the sedimentary rocks have been raised into two broad upwarps, separated from one
another by the great valley of the Mississippi River. The Ozark Plateau lies west of the river and occupies
most of southern Missouri and northern Arkansas ; on the east the Interior Low Plateaus dominate central
Kentucky and Tennessee. Except for two nearly circular patches of rich limestone countryâ€”the Nashville
Basin of Tennessee and the Kentucky Bluegrass region â€”most of both plateau regions consists of sandstone
uplands, intricately dissected by streams. Local relief runs to several hundreds of feet in most places, and
visitors to the region must travel winding roads along narrow stream valleys. The soils there are poor, and
mineral resources are scanty. Eastward from the Central Lowland the Appalachian Plateau â€”a narrow band
of dissected uplands that strongly resembles the Ozark Plateau and Interior Low Plateaus in steep slopes,
wretched soils, and endemic povertyâ€”forms a transition between the interior plains and the Appalachian
Mountains. Usually, however, the Appalachian Plateau is considered a subregion of the Appalachian
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Mountains, partly on grounds of location, partly because of geologic structure. Unlike the other plateaus,
where rocks are warped upward, the rocks there form an elongated basin, wherein bituminous coal has been
preserved from erosion. This Appalachian coal , like the Mesabi iron that it complements in U. Extensive,
thick, and close to the surface, it has stoked the furnaces of northeastern steel mills for decades and helps
explain the huge concentration of heavy industry along the lower Great Lakes. The western flanks of the
Interior Lowlands are the Great Plains , a territory of awesome bulk that spans the full distance between
Canada and Mexico in a swath nearly miles km wide. The Great Plains were built by successive layers of
poorly cemented sand, silt, and gravelâ€”debris laid down by parallel east-flowing streams from the Rocky
Mountains. Seen from the east, the surface of the Great Plains rises inexorably from about 2, feet metres near
Omaha , Nebraska , to more than 6, feet 1, metres at Cheyenne , Wyoming , but the climb is so gradual that
popular legend holds the Great Plains to be flat. True flatness is rare, although the High Plains of western
Texas , Oklahoma , Kansas , and eastern Colorado come close. More commonly, the land is broadly rolling,
and parts of the northern plains are sharply dissected into badlands. Epimethius The main mineral wealth of
the Interior Lowlands derives from fossil fuels. Coal occurs in structural basins protected from
erosionâ€”high-quality bituminous in the Appalachian, Illinois , and western Kentucky basins; and
subbituminous and lignite in the eastern and northwestern Great Plains. Petroleum and natural gas have been
found in nearly every state between the Appalachians and the Rockies, but the Midcontinent Fields of western
Texas and the Texas Panhandle, Oklahoma, and Kansas surpass all others. Aside from small deposits of lead
and zinc , metallic minerals are of little importance. The Appalachian Mountain system The Appalachians
dominate the eastern United States and separate the Eastern Seaboard from the interior with a belt of subdued
uplands that extends nearly 1, miles 2, km from northeastern Alabama to the Canadian border. They are old,
complex mountains, the eroded stumps of much greater ranges. Present topography results from erosion that
has carved weak rocks away, leaving a skeleton of resistant rocks behind as highlands. Geologic differences
are thus faithfully reflected in topography. In the Appalachians these differences are sharply demarcated and
neatly arranged, so that all the major subdivisions except New England lie in strips parallel to the Atlantic and
to one another. The western side of this belt forms the long slender rampart of the Blue Ridge Mountains,
containing the highest elevations in the Appalachians Mount Mitchell , North Carolina , 6, feet [2, metres] and
some of its most handsome mountain scenery. On its eastern, or seaward, side the Blue Ridge descends in an
abrupt and sometimes spectacular escarpment to the Piedmont , a well-drained, rolling landâ€”never quite
hills, but never quite a plain. Before the settlement of the Midwest the Piedmont was the most productive
agricultural region in the United States, and several Pennsylvania counties still consistently report some of the
highest farm yields per acre in the entire country. West of the crystalline zone, away from the axis of primary
geologic deformation, sedimentary rocks have escaped metamorphism but are compressed into tight folds.
Erosion has carved the upturned edges of these folded rocks into the remarkable Ridge and Valley country of
the western Appalachians. Long linear ridges characteristically stand about 1, feet metres from base to crest
and run for tens of miles, paralleled by broad open valleys of comparable length. In Pennsylvania, ridges run
unbroken for great distances, occasionally turning abruptly in a zigzag pattern; by contrast, the southern ridges
are broken by faults and form short, parallel segments that are lined up like magnetized iron filings. By far the
largest valleyâ€”and one of the most important routes in North Americaâ€”is the Great Valley , an
extraordinary trench of shale and limestone that runs nearly the entire length of the Appalachians. It provides a
lowland passage from the middle Hudson valley to Harrisburg , Pennsylvania, and on southward, where it
forms the Shenandoah and Cumberland valleys, and has been one of the main paths through the Appalachians
since pioneer times. In New England it is floored with slates and marbles and forms the Valley of Vermont ,
one of the few fertile areas in an otherwise mountainous region. Bantosh Topography much like that of the
Ridge and Valley is found in the Ouachita Mountains of western Arkansas and eastern Oklahoma, an area
generally thought to be a detached continuation of Appalachian geologic structure, the intervening section
buried beneath the sediments of the lower Mississippi valley. The once-glaciated New England section of the
Appalachians is divided from the rest of the chain by an indentation of the Atlantic. Although almost
completely underlain by crystalline rocks, New England is laid out in northâ€”south bands, reminiscent of the
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southern Appalachians. The rolling, rocky hills of southeastern New England are not dissimilar to the
Piedmont, while, farther northwest, the rugged and lofty White Mountains are a New England analogue to the
Blue Ridge. Mount Washington , New Hampshire, at 6, feet [1, metres], is the highest peak in the northeastern
United States. The westernmost rangesâ€”the Taconics , Berkshires , and Green Mountains â€”show a strong
northâ€”south lineation like the Ridge and Valley. Unlike the rest of the Appalachians, however, glaciation
has scoured the crystalline rocks much like those of the Canadian Shield, so that New England is best known
for its picturesque landscape, not for its fertile soil. The Atlantic Plain The eastern and southeastern fringes of
the United States are part of the outermost margins of the continental platform, repeatedly invaded by the sea
and veneered with layer after layer of young, poorly consolidated sediments. Part of this platform now lies
slightly above sea level and forms a nearly flat and often swampy coastal plain, which stretches from Cape
Cod , Massachusetts , to beyond the Mexican border.
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During the following centuries, a wide variety of Indian cultures developed and prospered across the land.
After Columbus made his initial voyage to this New World, word of its potential riches spread across Europe,
and explorers and settlers by the thousands soon stepped ashore along the Atlantic Ocean coastline. In , the
Pilgrims arrived on the Mayflower, landing in what is modern-day Massachusetts; their settlement named
Plymouth survived, and the story of a new nation was subsequently born. The new country of America
expanded rapidly, well beyond the reach of the original 13 colonies, and inevitable conflicts and wars over
lands rightfully claimed by Native Americans was the result. Indigenous Indians Native Americans were
stripped of most of their lands and moved to reservations; the central plains were purchased from Napoleon
France ; Florida was grabbed from Spain , and the entire southwest including California was annexed after a
successful war with Mexico. The growing influence and size of the United States of America began to take
shape. A few more important facts regarding Native Americans, who were first conquered and displaced by
overwhelming military power: In the end, many historical experts believe that among the various contributing
factors to the ultimate demise of early Native Americans, epidemic disease was the overwhelming cause of
their population decline because of their lack of immunity to new diseases brought from Europe. Soon
railroads - the driving engines of coast-to-coast commerce - were up and running; the economy exploded and
towns sprang up across the land. In the southern states slavery was an on-going, serious problem, and this new
and fast-growing nation was soon ravaged by a bloody Civil War between north and south; the north northern
states eventually won, and slavery was abolished. The end of the Civil War spurred the reintegrating and
rebuilding of the Southern states and the greater settlement and development of the American Old West. This
was due to a variety of social and technological developments, including the completion of the First
Transcontinental Telegraph in and the First Transcontinental Railroad soon after. In , the indigenous monarchy
of the Pacific Kingdom of Hawaii was overthrown in a coup led by American residents, and the still-growing
United States annexed the archipelago in Victory in the Spanishâ€”American War the same year
demonstrated that the United States was a world power and led to the annexation of Puerto Rico , Guam, and
the Philippines. The emergence of many prominent industrialists at the end of the 19th century gave rise to the
Gilded Age, a period of growing affluence and power among the business class. Railroads were the major
industry then, but the factory system, mining, and labor unions also gained in importance. The wave of
immigration, lasting until the mids, provided labor and transformed American culture. No stranger to wars,
small or large, the U. Mistakes it has surely made, as segregation and much-needed civil rights for black
Americans, and arguably the Vietnam War fiasco, and the on-going wars in Afghanistan and Iraq are certainly
some of its questionable decisions. The country includes 50 states; 48 continental states, plus Alaska and
Hawaii, , the two newest states. Dozens of major cities cover the land from coast-to-coast. The 48 contiguous
states and the federal district of Washington, D. The country also has five populated and nine unpopulated
territories in the Pacific and the Caribbean. Politically it is part of the United States in North America, but
geographically, because of its isolated location , is not considered part of any continent. The Great Lakes,
shared by the USA and Canada are a chain of 5 large freshwater lakes that form the largest lake group in the
world, covering an area of 95, sq miles. Once vital to fur trading and regional development in the early history
of both countries, the Great Lakes in modern times remain a significant transportation route for iron ore, steel,
petroleum, grain, American automobiles, to say the least. Alaska not shown on the large map upper left is a
state in the United States, situated in the northwest extremity of the North American continent, with the
international boundary with Canada to the east, the Arctic Ocean to the north, and the Pacific Ocean to the
west and south, with Russia further west across the Bering Strait. Alaska is the largest state in the United
States by area, the 4th least populous and the least densely populated of the 50 United States.
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Eastern Question[ edit ] At the beginning of the 19th century the Ottoman Empire included all of the Balkan
Peninsula south to the southern edge of the Hungarian Plain , but by had lost all of it except Constantinople
and Eastern Thrace to the rise of Balkan nationalism , which saw the independence of Greece , Serbia , the
Danubian Principalities and Bulgaria. Up until the Ottomans retained a band of territory including Albania ,
Macedonia and Southern Thrace , which were lost in the two Balkan Wars of â€” The Ottoman Empire,
believed to be about to collapse, was portrayed in the press as the " sick man of Europe ". The Balkan states,
with the partial exception of Bosnia and Albania , were primarily Christian, as was the Arab zone of Lebanon.
Starting in the Ottomans struck at the Armenians on the explicit grounds that they were a non-Muslim people
and as such were a potential threat to the Muslim empire within which they resided[ citation needed ]. The
Hamidian Massacres aroused the indignation of the entire Christian world. Relations of minorities within the
Ottoman Empire and the disposition of former Ottoman lands became known as the " Eastern Question ", as
the Ottomans were on the east of Europe. It now became relevant to define the east of the eastern question. In
about the middle of the 19th century Near East came into use to describe that part of the east closest to Europe.
Near East applied to what had been mainly known as the Levant , which was in the jurisdiction of the Ottoman
Porte , or government. Those who used the term had little choice about its meaning. They could not set foot on
most of the shores of the southern and central Mediterranean from the Gulf of Sidra to Albania without
permits from the Ottoman Empire. Some regions beyond the Ottoman Porte were included. One was North
Africa west of Egypt. It was occupied by piratical kingdoms of the Barbary Coast , de facto independent since
the 18th century. Formerly part of the empire at its apogee. Iran was included because it could not easily be
reached except through the Ottoman Empire or neighboring Russia. In the s the term tended to focus on the
conflicts in the Balkan states and Armenia. The demise of the sick man of Europe left considerable confusion
as to what was to be meant by "Near East". It is now generally used only in historical contexts, to describe the
countries of Western Asia from the Mediterranean to or including Iran. Background[ edit ] Inhabitants of the
Near East, late 19th century The geographical terms Near East and Far East referring to areas of the globe in
or contiguous to the former British Empire and the neighboring colonies of the Dutch, Portuguese, Spanish
and Germans, fit together as a pair based on the opposites of far and near, suggesting that they were innovated
together. They appear together in the journals of the midth century. Both terms were used before then with
local British and American meanings: Ideas of the east up to the Crimean War[ edit ] There was a linguistic
predisposition to use such terms. Before them the Greeks had the habit, which appears in Linear B , the oldest
known script of Europe, referring to the near province and the far province of the kingdom of Pylos. Usually
these terms were given with reference to a geographic feature, such as a mountain range or a river. In the north
is "Scythia this side of the Himalayas" and "Scythia beyond the Himalayas". Beyond the Ganges and
Himalayas including the Tien Shan were Serica and Serae sections of China and some other identifiable far
eastern locations known to the voyagers and geographers but not to the general European public. The world
map of Jodocus Hondius of labels all of Asia from the Caspian to the Pacific as India Orientalis, [7] shortly to
appear in translation as the East Indies. Ottoman Porte , , gateway to trade with the Levant. Painting by
Antoine de Favray. Elizabeth I of England , primarily interested in trade with the east, collaborated with
English merchants to form the first trading companies to the far-flung regions, using their own jargon. Their
goals were to obtain trading concessions by treaty. The East India Company short for a much longer formal
name was chartered in for trade to the East Indies. It has pleased western historians to write of a decline of the
Ottoman Empire as though a stable and uncontested polity of that name once existed. The borders did expand
and contract but they were always dynamic and always in "question" right from the beginning. The last
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Roman emperor died fighting hand-to-hand in the streets of his capital, Constantinople, overwhelmed by the
Ottoman military, in May, The victors inherited his remaining territory in the Balkans. The populations of
those lands did not accept Turkish rule. The Turks to them were foreigners with completely different customs,
way of life, and language. Intervals when there was no unrest were rare. The Hungarians had thrown off
Turkish rule by Serbia was created by the Serbian Revolution, â€” The Greek War of Independence , â€”,
created modern Greece, which recovered most of the lands of ancient Greece, but could not gain
Constantinople. The Ottoman Porte was continuously under attack from some quarter in its empire, primarily
the Balkans. Also, on a number of occasions in the early 19th century, American and British warships had to
attack the Barbary pirates to stop their piracy and recover thousands of enslaved Europeans and Americans. In
the Russian Empire on behalf of the Slavic Balkan states began to question the very existence of the Ottoman
Empire. Eventually, the Ottoman Empire lost control of the Balkan region. Original diplomatic concept of
near east[ edit ] British troops, Crimea, Until about the words near east and far east did not refer to any
particular region. The Crimean War brought a change in vocabulary with the introduction of terms more
familiar to the late 19th century. The Russian Empire had entered a more aggressive phase, becoming
militarily active against the Ottoman Empire and also against China, with territorial aggrandizement explicitly
in mind. Rethinking its policy the British government decided that the two polities under attack were
necessary for the balance of power. It therefore undertook to oppose the Russians in both places, one result
being the Crimean War. During that war the administration of the British Empire began promulgating a new
vocabulary, giving specific regional meaning to "the Near East", the Ottoman Empire, and "the Far East", the
East Indies. The two terms were now compound nouns often shown hyphenated. Toward the end of the letter
he said: To support the "sick man" in the Near East is an arduous and costly affair; let England, France and
America too, beware how they create a "sick giant" in the Far East, for they may rest assured that, if Turkey is
[a] European necessity, China is a world necessity. Much of the colonial administration belonged to this club,
which had been formed by the Duke of Wellington. If not the first use of the terms, the letter to the Times was
certainly one of the earliest presentations of this vocabulary to the general public. They became immediately
popular, supplanting "Levant" and "East Indies", which gradually receded to minor usages and then began to
change meaning. Original archaeological concept of nearer east[ edit ] Rawlinson Near East remained popular
in diplomatic, trade and journalistic circles, but a variation soon developed among the scholars and the men of
the cloth and their associates: They undoubtedly saw a need to separate the biblical lands from the terrain of
the Ottoman Empire. The Christians saw the country as the land of the Old and New Testaments, where
Christianity had developed. The scholars in the field of studies that eventually became biblical archaeology
attempted to define it on the basis of archaeology. For example, The London Review of Telford and Barber,
unsigned in reviewing several works by Rawlinson , Layard and others, defined themselves as making: In
defense of the Bible as history they said: Explicitly excluded is India. No mention is made of the Balkans. The
British archaeologist D. Its area is generally understood to coincide with those classic lands, historically the
most interesting on the surface of the globe, which lie about the eastern basin of the Mediterranean Sea; but
few probably could say offhand where should be the limits and why. Hogarth then proceeds to say where and
why in some detail, but no more mention is made of the classics. His analysis is geopolitical. His map
delineates the Nearer East with regular lines as though surveyed. It differs from the Ottoman Empire of the
times in including Greece and Iran. Hogarth gives no evidence of being familiar with the contemporaneous
initial concept of the Middle East. The cause of the onus was the religiously motivated Hamidian Massacres of
Christian Armenians , but it seemed to spill over into the protracted conflicts of the Balkans. For a time, "Near
East" meant primarily the Balkans. Sir Henry Norman and his first wife[ edit ] The change is evident in the
reports of influential British travelers to the Balkans. As the book was a big success, he was off to the Balkan
states with his wife in to develop detail for a sequel, The People and Politics of the Near East, which Scribners
planned to publish in Norman, a writer herself, wrote glowing letters of the home and person of Mme. Zakki,
"the wife of a Turkish cabinet minister," who, she said, was a cultivated woman living in a country home full
of books. As for the natives of the Balkans, they were "a semi-civilized people". The empire had descended
from an enlightened civilization ruling over barbarians for their own good to something considerably less. The
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difference was the Hamidian Massacres , which were being conducted even as the couple traveled the
Balkans. According to Norman now, the empire had been established by "the Moslem horde" from Asia ,
which was stopped by "intrepid Hungary. The Russians were suddenly liberators of oppressed Balkan states.
Having portrayed the Armenians as revolutionaries in the name of freedom with the expectation of being
rescued by the intervention of Christian Europe, he states "but her hope was vain. Prince Nicolas of
Montenegro wrote a letter thanking him for his article. The countries and regions mentioned are Greece ,
Bulgaria , Serbia , Bosnia-Herzegovina which was Muslim and needed, in his view, to be suppressed ,
Macedonia , Montenegro , Albania , Romania. The rest of the Ottoman domain is demoted to just "the east".
William Miller[ edit ] If Norman was apparently attempting to change British policy, it was perhaps William
Miller â€” , journalist and expert on the Near East, who did the most in that direction. In essence, he signed
the death warrant, so to speak, of the Age of Empires. The fall of the Ottoman Empire ultimately enmeshed all
the others as well. In the Travel and Politics in the Near East, , Miller claimed to have made four trips to the
Balkans, , , and , and to be, in essence, an expert on "the Near East", by which he primarily meant the Balkans.
He was in effect whatever his formal associations if any a point man of British near eastern intelligence. It is
not so much the fault of the men as the fault of the system, which is thoroughly bad from top to bottom
Turkish administration is synonymous with corruption, inefficiency, and sloth. These were fighting words to
be coming from a country that once insisted Europe needed Turkey and was willing to spill blood over it. For
his authority Miller invokes the people, citing the "collective wisdom" of Europe, and introducing a concept to
arise many times in the decades to follow under chilling circumstances:
Chapter 4 : THE 15 BEST Things to Do in United States - (with Photos) - TripAdvisor
"In a masterly condensation of Near Eastern history from the outbreak of the First World War to the close of the Second
he has woven a web of significant continuities of a multitude of events, peoples, policies and states."-Yale Review.

Chapter 5 : Middle East | United Nations
As the president travels to the United Nations this week, the Middle East, along with North Korea, will top the agenda.
There, the United States faces a dramatic escalation of tension for which it is not yet adequately prepared.

Chapter 6 : The best available hotels & places to stay near East Troy, WI
The United States of America began in the cities and towns of the East Coast, from the landing at Plymouth Rock,
Massachusetts by European settlers in the 17th century, to the battles for independence against England in the
Revolutionary War, to the drafting of the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution. Boston and Philadelphia, in
particular, feature attractions that appeal to tourists' thirst for knowledge about this nation's colonial past.

Chapter 7 : FRUS: Foreign relations of the United States, Near East: Jordan-Yemen: Saudi Arabia
Information about countries under the Bureau of Near Eastern Affairs is available through the links at left or by clicking
on the map below. The list is sorted alphabetically by short-form names. For long-form names, please refer to the
Background Notes or see the list of Independent States of the.

Chapter 8 : Near Two Million Acres On Fire in the United States | NASA
Authorization of a contribution by the United States to the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine
refugees in the Near East. February 14 (legislative day, January 4), -- Ordered to be printed with illustrations.
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The East Coast of the United States, also known as the Eastern Seaboard, the Atlantic Coast, and the Atlantic
Seaboard, is the coastline along which the Eastern United States meets the North Atlantic Ocean.
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